With the TG4M RGB, we have given the TG4 an air-permeable mesh front panel and four powerful RGB fans. This means that
the housing is always well cooled, even under tough conditions. Moreover, this PC case leaves very little left to be desired:
Despite its compact size, it still satisfies gamers who have high demands by providing room even for larger components. At the
same time, it takes up noticeably little space on the tabletop.

Equipped to be Cool
The air-permeable mesh front enables the constant
ventilation of the entire case. Three 120 mm RGB
LED fans at the front of the case and another on the
rear panel all ensure the proper cooling.

Fully Visible Hardware
The front panel made of black mesh and the side
panel made of tempered glass give the TG4M RGB its
stylish gaming look. Meanwhile, the hardware, which
is displayed in its glass showcase, can be marveled.
The LED fans also provide an atmospheric illumination of the installed components.

Uncompromisingly Compact
The design of the TG4M RGB does not only
dispense with unnecessary details on its outside. It
is deliberately designed to be as compact as possible,
while also ensuring that there is sufficient space for
common hardware components. Graphics cards with
a length of up to 37.5 cm will fit into the TG4M RGB,
as well as CPU coolers with a height up to 16 cm, and
power supplies with a length up to 26.5 cm.

Plenty of Room for Data Storage
The TG4M RGB offers numerous installation options
for data storage drives. A total of up to two 3.5“
HDDs and up to four SSDs can be installed. All data
storage drives can be installed quickly and easily via
the screw slots in the mainboard tray and also using
the HDD/SSD cage on the bottom of the case.

Neat and Tidy
Numerous cable pass-throughs in the mainboard
tray ensure that cables simply disappear from view.
So that the TG4M RGB stays free of dust and dirt,
there is a removable dust filter behind the fans of the
front panel.

